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Foreword
In the three decades following the Second World War,
councils built around half of the new homes in
England. In the last ten years they have built less than
one half of one per cent of new homes, but they still
own a considerable stock.
We shouldn’t let the role of councils be written off.
London’s severe and worsening housing shortage is one of the most
pressing social and economic problems facing the capital. Londoners
struggle to find an adequate home to live in, one kept in a decent condition,
one that is sufficiently secure for them to put down roots in a local
community. Employers, as a consequence, are increasingly struggling to
attract a healthy, motivated workforce that will put up with this.
If councils were able to build more homes, they could provide Londoners
with secure tenancies in permanently affordable homes. Every new home
built would provide construction jobs, and once built it would help
employers recruit a local workforce on competitive wages.
They can’t solve our housing problems alone, but councils should be given a
much larger role than they have today.
Councils in London are keen to build more homes, but they are held back by
overly cautious borrowing rules. The Assembly and the Mayor support them
in this ambition, so we have set out recommendations for the Government
that would unchain councils and increase the supply of secure, affordable
homes.
We also believe that the Mayor could do more to support councils. His land
bank is a valuable resource that could be used to support our economy in
ways other than providing revenue for City Hall. If a council is keen to build
new family housing, the Mayor should consider the wider benefits to the
economy and local community and ensure that price isn’t a barrier.
Housing also has to be kept in good condition, and should only be
demolished after careful consideration of the wider social and environmental
implications. So the Mayor should lobby for adequate funds when the
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current Decent Homes programme expires, and raise the standard of existing
homes.
Given the right tools, we believe that councils can make a significant
contribution to solving London’s housing problems once more.

Darren Johnson AM
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1.

Introduction
London is in the grip of a severe housing shortage and needs to make very
best use of its housing resources to deal with it. The London boroughs have
a vital role to play as strategic housing authorities for their communities. It
is their job to sustain mixed communities and to ensure that all their
residents have roofs over their heads, whilst keeping a balanced budget.
In common with many local government services, the way they do this has
changed in recent years. Their role has evolved away from being a housing
provider towards being an enabler, orchestrating a range of actors from
private, public and third sectors, to build, own and manage appropriate and
sufficient housing in their community.
But with London house prices and rents continuing to rise while real incomes
fall, constrained financing opportunities for developers and Registered
Providers facing deep cuts to capital grants for house-building, councils are
once again finding that they need to step in. London’s lower-income
families are particularly affected, needing larger accommodation but unable
to afford spiralling rents for family homes which are in short supply in the
capital.
This report sets out the findings of an investigation by the London
Assembly’s Housing Committee i which considers both the current state of
the council housing sector in London (including the number and quality of
council homes) and the prospects for renewed council building programmes
to address the problem of insufficient supply.
As part of this investigation the Committee commissioned a piece of primary
research from the University of Westminster. The research project included
a survey of the London boroughs, analysis of relevant borough policy and
project documentation and additional desk research.
A description of the investigation methodology can be found at Appendix 1.

i

Hearings considering council housing provision were held by the then Housing and
Regeneration Committee during the last municipal year. In May 2013 the housing and
regeneration remits were separated and the new Housing Committee has taken on
responsibility for this investigation.
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Defining council housing
In this report we use the term council housing to refer to housing stock
which is owned by local authorities, whether or not they manage it. It is
usually provided at a substantially sub-market level of rent (some 40 to 60
per cent), normally referred to as social rent. This compares with social
housing provided at Affordable Rent, which in London is provided at an
average 65 per cent of market rate.
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2.

How can London boost its stock
of council homes?

2.1. Council housing is a more significant form of tenure in London than
elsewhere in England. It is true that London’s council stock, in common
with that of other parts of the country, has declined over the last 20 years,
as a result of Right to Buy, stock transfers to housing associations and
stalled building programmes. But the boroughs still provide more than
400,000 homes across London, accommodating around one in eight of the
capital’s households, almost double the proportion elsewhere in England. 1
And demand is high: some 380,000 people are on London’s local authority
waiting lists. 2
2.2. In 2010 the Government announced a new funding model for affordable
housing (the Affordable Rent or AR model) based on significantly lower
capital grant per home built than under the previous programme. Lower
grant funding is to be offset by a greater proportion of the build costs being
met by the provider themselves (mainly through increased borrowing) which
will be funded by the flexibility to charge an increased level of rent of up to
80 per cent of market rate.
2.3. In London, the Mayor announced agreement with providers of his
Affordable Housing Programme that AR would average 65 per cent of
market rate across the capital, recognising that rents in London are
significantly higher than across England as a whole. Social rent, which is
charged on council homes, is typically set at some 40 to 60 per cent of
market rent. Registered Providers (RPs) acknowledge that their ability to
deliver volume has to be traded-off against the need to constrain rent levels
– in its simplest form, the more homes they build and let at higher rents, the
greater their capacity to borrow and fund more building. All this means that
London’s boroughs are themselves under ever-greater pressure to provide
housing at lower levels of rent, to meet the needs of their lowest-income
households.
2.4. Meanwhile, in the current low growth climate, many organisations have been
urging both the Government and the Mayor to support the recovery by
investing in house-building. Recent work by the London Assembly’s
Economy Committee has highlighted the excess capacity that exists in the
construction sector and the benefits from stimulating this sector in terms of
creating jobs and boosting tax and National Insurance revenues. In the
course of the Housing Committee’s investigation, Richard Parker of PwC
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added his voice to those supporting housing investment, noting the strength
of the economic case in favour, with multiplier benefits in excess of two to
one, better than for many high-tech businesses. 3 The point is not lost on
government: in his first speech as Housing Minister, Mark Prisk MP
specifically noted the important economic purpose of building affordable
homes. 4 And in a local context, the National Federation of ALMOs’ report
notes how councils can capitalise on new building to maximise the local
economic benefits such as linking construction work to apprenticeships and
worklessness prevention schemes and delivering energy-efficient homes. 5
2.5. In this context, local authorities are looking once again at building new
council houses. Of the 28 boroughs that responded either to our
quantitative research survey or our call for written evidence, more than half
are seeking to develop some new social housing at substantially sub-market
rent, by leveraging their own and others’ resources. The research paper
published alongside this report reviews the options available to boroughs to
develop and refurbish council homes in the new funding environment
created by the introduction of the self-financing regime for Housing
Revenue Accounts.
2.6. Nevertheless, while many boroughs are being creative in their use of land
and financial resources, it appears that within the current funding framework
London will, despite the demand, probably only see around 500 new council
houses built over the next year. ii This compares with over 1,000 London
council homes sold under Right to Buy during 2012-13 6, a total of around
12,000 affordable homes profiled to be built in London during 2013-14 iii
and the Mayor’s assessment in February 2013 that at least 40,000 new
homes are needed in London per year, of which the majority should be
affordable. 7
A role for London’s public land
2.7. High land values in London act as a significant brake on the supply of
council homes. Fortunately many boroughs do own land and can assemble
small parcels for development, often on infill sites, to circumvent this
problem.3 But although the boroughs may own some land, without access
to the necessary financial resource themselves, they can only develop it in
partnership with private or social sector developers. Written evidence
clarifies the risks and opportunities associated with this: “There is a cost to
ii

In 2012-13, the number of London local authority starts reported to the Department for
Communities and Local Government was 360, whilst the number of completions was 480
(Source: DCLG Live Table 253: Permanent Dwellings Started and Completed, by Tenure
and District)
iii
All affordable homes, primarily resourced from the Mayor’s Affordable Housing funds,
including both shared ownership and rented homes
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local authority development partnerships that utilise third party funding or,
indeed, develop homes for sale in order to fund new social rented homes, in
that some of the land or property value provides housing that, whilst
increasing supply, does not meet priority need. However, additional market
housing can help limit the increase in the value of housing that arises from a
shortage of supply.” 8 Our commissioned research report also discusses
these issues.
2.8. One risk with development partnerships is that fewer affordable family-sized
homes may be built: RPs acknowledge that reducing grant rates for AR make
family-sized social housing in London a less attractive investment prospect,
given achievable rent levels. In fact nearly 90 per cent of all AR homes at
the end of 2012 were flats and maisonettes 9 (though it is acknowledged
that this data offers a partial view, since the current funding programme
runs until March 2015 by which time the mix of AR homes built may have
changed, especially as family housing has a longer lead-time). This situation
is only likely to worsen, however, as grant levels are projected to decline. 10
2.9. The GLA and other public bodies such as the NHS and the MPS have
sizeable landholdings which remain under-utilised. It was suggested to the
Housing Committee that this land might sometimes be linked to adjacent
borough sites to fashion a viable development parcel.3 Increasingly
opportunities are being explored to develop this land for new housing: Alan
Benson of the GLA noted that the GLA landholdings had been published on
the web for developers to see and that all the sites would have a clear exit
strategy by the end of this mayoral term.3 But some of this land should be
made available such that the boroughs and RPs are able actively to use it to
develop family homes at rents affordable to lower-income families.
Community and other co-housing groups might also have a role to play.
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Summary
The Affordable Rent (AR) model may deliver more homes than would
be built under a programme offering greater subsidy and charging
lower rents. However, many boroughs are also keen to explore new
opportunities for building council homes on which they have greater
flexibility over the rent levels they will charge. Housing delivers an
excellent financial and social return so investing in London’s council
housing is a smart way to provide an economic stimulus. The Mayor
should consider additional ways to use his land and influence to help
the boroughs build some of the new homes their communities really
need.
Recommendations
The Mayor should:
• undertake an assessment of the impacts of Affordable Rent in
London to inform decisions about the planned successor
programme post 2015 including the rent levels which should be
charged;
• support the boroughs’ efforts to build new family housing by
ensuring that price is not a barrier to their developing London’s
surplus public land;
• continue to lobby government for more house-building funds for
London (for example through the retention of stamp duty raised
in London) some of which should be spent on new council homes;
and
• consider what further incentives or flexibilities he can offer to
encourage boroughs to invest in housing which is affordable for
their communities.

Keeping new council homes out of the private rented sector
2.10. Some 270,000 council homes have been sold in London overall through the
Right to Buy legislation.6 Current government policy is that homes should
be replaced one-for-one, but with an AR (not a social rented) home and not
necessarily on a like-for-like basis.
2.11. Conservative members of the Committee strongly support the Right to Buy,
which has extended the benefits of home ownership to millions of council
tenants, thus giving aspirational and hardworking people a stake in their
society. They do not agree with the points made below and would firmly
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oppose the recommendations, which would deny the benefits of home
ownership to many more Londoners. As a consequence, they dissent from
the following paragraphs (2.12 to 2.14) and associated recommendations.
2.12. The majority of the Committee, however, is concerned that the recent
reinvigoration of this policy with increased discounts available in London can
only serve to diminish further the stock of council homes available to serve
housing waiting lists or accommodate London’s homeless people. The
reinvigoration of Right to Buy will add a further level of uncertainty to local
authority business plans, as the more generous regime now in place may
mean substantially greater numbers of homes will be bought than was
forecast when the Housing Revenue Account debt allocations (which form
the basis of the business plans) were made. iv Furthermore, evidence
submitted to the House of Commons Communities and Local Government
Committee in 2012 suggests that in London 1.6 Right to Buy sales are
required to fund each new council home. 11
2.13. Perhaps the most egregious consequence of Right to Buy and an abuse of
the system has been the recycling of former council homes into the private
rented sector. Hard evidence is difficult to come by but Mayor Sir Steve
Bullock, for London Councils, suggested that conclusions drawn from
research undertaken in Scotland, demonstrating that this had happened to a
large proportion of ex-council stock, 12 were also likely to apply in London.
This can result in the absurd situation of councils having to rent back their
old stock from new private landlords at much higher rents in order to fulfil
their statutory duties. The increased rental costs are then usually met by the
benefits system.
2.14. With housing investment funding in such very short supply, the London
Borough of Camden was keen to point out the risk that the boroughs might
build new council homes, especially desperately-needed family homes, only
to see them sold off at a discount a few years later under Right to Buy.3
The regulations require that the council be offered first refusal to buy back
the property should the homeowner then wish to sell within ten years, but to
do so councils would need to find the full current market price (despite
having passed on to the Treasury the majority of the capital receipt arising
from the original sale). With demand for social housing so greatly
outstripping supply In London, the majority of the committee believes a
more robust response is needed to prevent new council build benefiting
investor landlords in the private rented sector.

iv

The commissioned research report provides more detail on this.
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Summary
Many council tenants continue to benefit from buying their home but the
majority of the committee thinks that government needs to act to prevent
abuse of the system by private landlords. This is particularly important
when councils are considering stepping in and beginning their own
building programmes again to meet evidenced need for larger affordable
homes
Recommendations
The Mayor should lobby government to:
• impose a moratorium on the sale of all new council family homes in
London;
• provide local authorities with a Right Not to Sell, where a compelling
case for this exists; and
• enable a covenant to be placed on council homes to prevent their
onward sale to investor landlords.
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3.

How can London make best use of
its council housing resources?

The obstacle of the Housing Revenue Account borrowing caps
3.1. The Housing Revenue Account (HRA) is the ring-fenced element of a local
authority’s budget dedicated to its housing business. The financing of local
authority housing was reformed in April 2012. This reform changed the
basis for HRA funding from a system of national subsidy (based on the
pooling of rental income and central reallocation) to one of self-financing
(in which authorities would keep their income and be free to invest in
housing as agreed locally, but also be responsible for their own housing
debt, either associated with housing maintenance or with new build). In
principle therefore it offers opportunities for local authorities to leverage
existing and future housing assets to increase housing stock, as well as to
improve and maintain it, by borrowing against their housing assets.
However, the amount authorities are able to borrow is capped by the
Treasury as housing investment borrowing still contributes to the Public
Sector Net Cash Requirement (what used to be the PSBR) in the UK and for
many local authorities in London the priority for borrowing must be to
ensure that their existing stock meets, at a minimum, the Decent Homes
standards.
3.2. The arguments advancing the case for lifting the HRA borrowing caps have
been widely rehearsed by a plethora of organisations including the House of
Commons Communities and Local Government Committee. 13 The Mayor also
favours such a change, having endorsed the London Finance Commission's
report which recommends the removal or revision of the caps.14
3.3. The case is indeed compelling:

•
•
•

the international norm is a narrower definition of public debt than that
adopted by the UK;
local authorities have been borrowing prudentially under CIPFA's code
(which functions on grounds of affordability) since 1993 without
significant failure; and
it is perverse that prudential borrowing is permitted against local
authorities' General Funds but not against the asset-rich HRA. Richard
Parker of PwC summed this up by observing that “we need to be rather
more sophisticated in the way that we consider borrowing against an
asset that has value in itself and is tradable but also generates an income
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stream that contributes, in large part, to the repayment of any debt
associated with it.” 15
3.4. Nonetheless, the Treasury appears implacably opposed because its catch-all
measure of debt offers a “fuller and more transparent picture of the
government's total liabilities.” 16 But the London Finance Commission
estimates that the associated increased borrowing would be “modest
compared with government borrowing overall”.14 Moreover in 1995, the
Chartered Institute of Housing published a commissioned report which
concluded that the UK was an outlier in Europe in its choice of budget
deficit measure (then called the PSBR) and that there was no evidence that
this was in any way superior, as an indicator of relative fiscal performance, to
that of its major international rivals (which is based around General
Government Gross Debt). 17 The UK Housing Review continues to make this
argument today. 18
3.5. Concerns over the efficient use of scarce resources, rather than theoretical
debt positions, are the primary focus of those at the sharp end of council
housing provision. Boroughs from across the political spectrum point to the
difficulty of developing a 30-year business plan for the HRA without the
capacity to leverage efficiently the assets held within it.
3.6. Westminster City Council, for example, told us it was around 27 per cent
geared, while housing associations might typically be 60 per cent geared,
suggesting substantial latent capacity waiting to be unlocked.3 Similarly,
the London Boroughs of Tower Hamlets and Harrow noted that the caps, as
fixed cash amounts, take no account of the stage reached in the investment
cycle – significant investment is needed now to develop the housing
required but the caps prohibit this.19
3.7. We also heard how some local authorities might want to adopt a ‘whole area’
approach to strategic regeneration programmes rather than ‘sticking plaster’
refurbishments. This would allow authorities to develop a proactive rather
than reactive asset management strategy, investing to save rather than
maintaining expensive and outdated properties. They could undertake
larger scale investments, reaping economies of scale, so using funding more
efficiently and offering opportunities to deliver larger properties, often too
costly to provide on smaller sites. Under the present rules, however, a major
regeneration project would absorb too much of a borough's limited
borrowing capacity for such opportunities to be grasped.19
3.8. In view of the financial constraints imposed by the borrowing caps, a number
of boroughs are considering, or have already established, wholly-owned or
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joint venture companies which will allow them to develop outside the
confines of the HRA. The commissioned research report provides more
detail on these arrangements.
3.9. Only two boroughs (out of sixteen written responses to our call for
evidence) indicated that for them there was currently no need to lift the
caps. 20 It may be significant that these two boroughs are among those with
little or no backlog of Decent Homes repairs.
3.10. Given the general clamour for councils to be allowed to engage in prudential
borrowing, the Committee was keen to hear projections of the number of
new homes which might result. Such a projection is naturally fraught with
unknowns, not least because of the volume-rent level trade-offs mentioned
earlier. Nonetheless, recent modelling work indicates that London's council
housing asset stock could double its current borrowing headroom capacity
overnight (to £2.8bn) assuming only a continued income stream at social
rent levels, were the borrowing caps lifted.3 On this basis up to 10,000 new
council homes could be built in London for let at social rents, according to
Nigel Minto of London Councils.3

Summary
London's boroughs are asset-rich but the Housing Revenue Account
borrowing caps prevent them from leveraging their housing assets now,
when new homes are urgently needed. The Government must heed the
calls from all sides and address this reality by removing the caps. Doing so
will allow the boroughs to take a more strategic approach to their housing
businesses and drive greater efficiencies through their operations. It does
not make good economic sense to continue to include housing investment
funding within our international measure of government debt.
Recommendations
The Mayor should join with London Councils and others in a coordinated
lobbying campaign to ensure that the borrowing caps are lifted and in
pressing for housing investment to be removed from our measure of
government debt. The Assembly would fully support this campaign.

3.11. If the Government persists with the borrowing caps, a number of issues exist
which, were they resolved, would at least mitigate the cap impacts:

•

Because the cap is a fixed cash amount its value erodes over time leaving
boroughs increasingly less able to borrow; and
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•

Borrowing headroom is unevenly distributed around London and not
matched with the need for borrowing capacity.

Recommendations
In circumstances where the Government refuses to remove the caps, the
Mayor should seek to mitigate the worst effects in London by:
• lobbying government for the power to permit and regulate borrowing
above the level of caps, on a case-by-case basis, where this is justified
by sound investment proposals;
• coordinating a lobbying campaign to index-link the caps at least to
maintain current borrowing capacity;
• considering the merits of setting up a headroom trading system to
redistribute borrowing capacity to maximise housing delivery;
• developing proposals to take an equity share in council housing
development to be recouped as rental receipts are generated.

The inadequacy and inefficiency of the Decent Homes Programme
3.12. The current Decent Homes Programme will now be extended for a year to
March 2016 but is unlikely to clear the backlog of 45,000 council homes in
London estimated to remain below the standard in 2015. 21 The
outstanding backlog is concerning enough, but Decent Homes is not a oncefor-all achievement, it is an on-going commitment. As Paul Hackett of the
Smith Institute pointed out: “The problem…is that so many homes keep
tripping into being non-decent…so you are constantly throwing money at
them.” 22
3.13. This commitment will need to be funded in future from the HRA, so it will be
competing for funds with opportunities for new build. However, not only
were the 2012 HRA reform settlements premised on there being no
outstanding backlog at that point, but the Decent Homes programme was
only ever intended to cover 90 per cent of the funding required and the
boroughs have not actually received all of that. This means that they have
nearly all had to find funds already from their own resources to bring homes
up to standard as well as having no in-built HRA capacity to deal with any
future requirement post-2015.
3.14. During 2010 and 2011 the Mayor drew up and costed an Enhanced Decent
Homes Standard with more stringent specifications for water use, heating
and insulation. This reflected commendable and important ambitions
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outlined in his climate change strategies 23 to address fuel poverty, and
climate change mitigation and adaptation. But the implementation of such
a standard will add further to the boroughs’ investment needs and so far
little progress has been made. Unsurprisingly, then, both the written
responses we received and the academic research we commissioned
indicated that for most boroughs, during the first few years of HRA selffinancing at least, their Decent Homes programmes will take priority over
any plans for new build.
3.15. Improving the quality of individual homes makes an important contribution
to the lives of many of London’s council tenants and the Decent Homes
programme has had a substantial impact in this way. But homing in on
discrete problems in individual properties does not always resolve quality of
life issues – a decent home at the top of a tower block may remain a prison
if the lift doesn’t function.
3.16. The boroughs also have a duty to consider carefully the broader strategic
infrastructure, social, environmental and investment landscape. Alan Benson
of the GLA agreed with many of our respondents that substantial
remodelling may sometimes be the most efficient and effective way to
handle outdated and dilapidated estates. Indeed, Paul Hackett of the Smith
Institute pointed to the irony that sometimes the land without the properties
would be more valuable than the land and existing homes together. 24
However, environmental concerns such as the wasted embodied carbon
emissions in the demolished buildings and the environmental impacts of new
construction should also feature in the reckoning. So considering and
tackling these issues more broadly should form an important part of the
boroughs’ strategic housing role. But the dilemma they currently face was
clearly stated by Rachel Sharpe from the London Borough of Lambeth: “the
money we have available, let us be clear, is probably not going to be enough
to make all the properties decent, so it would be concerning if the GLA
should then go back to boroughs and say, “Actually, we want you to spend
that money on something else”. We absolutely need to get our properties
up to a Decent Homes standard as a minimum, not as the maximum
investment that we require.” 25
3.17. Given the present constrained level of capital funding for estate
regeneration and refurbishment of council homes, the only way substantial
redevelopments can take place is for boroughs to partner with RPs or other
private providers. This means that many of the new homes, funded privately
or through the Mayor’s Affordable Housing Programme, will be delivered to
the open market or at Affordable Rent, leading to a net loss of housing at
social rent, as the London Tenants’ Federation was keen to emphasise.19
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The commissioned research report identifies a range of current partnership
projects across London.

Summary
The Decent Homes Programme has been a valuable resource but its job is not yet
done despite there being no known successor programme beyond 2016. The
standards are also too low to address the problems of fuel poverty and high
water and energy consumption. In some cases it acts as little more than a
sticking plaster, when what is really needed, both in terms of improving council
tenants’ quality of life and sound strategic asset management, is a substantial
estate refurbishment or rebuild programme, taking into account the wider
environmental and social impacts. The need for the boroughs to fund Decent
Homes detracts from their ability to deliver desperately-needed new council
homes.

Recommendations
The Mayor must lobby government for an adequate renewal of the Decent
Homes funding stream after 2016, taking into account the need for higher
environmental standards as part of a more comprehensive refurbishment
programme, the desirability of demolishing and rebuilding where
appropriate and the need for new council homes.
The boroughs should identify schemes where substantial remodelling
would be preferable to refurbishment to support the Mayor’s lobbying
activity.

Making best use of existing council homes
3.18. With London’s council homes in short supply we need to focus on putting
what we have to best use. Under-occupancy is inefficient but encouraging
downsizing is difficult where there is a mismatch between demand and
supply for different stock types.
3.19. Our call for evidence revealed some ways in which boroughs are trying to
make very best use of their stock, particularly by encouraging mobility. The
London Borough of Camden, for example, is developing some new homes
for shared ownership offering the option for higher income tenants to move
out of its social rented accommodation. The London Borough of Islington
discussed with the Committee the way it allocates more waiting list points to
tenants offering to downsize to increase the likelihood of larger social rented
properties becoming available.24 The London Borough of Richmond, despite
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no longer owning any council housing stock, has nonetheless seen
advantage in funding extensions to existing RP family homes to alleviate
overcrowding and sponsoring housing moves to incentivise downsizing.19
The Committee welcomes these initiatives but notes that they are currently
undertaken within the constraints of the fixed HRA borrowing caps so are
unlikely to be sustainable over time.
3.20. Other suggestions to optimise stock use included:

•
•
•

introducing flexibilities over social rented stock use (for example by
renting out under-utilised properties at market rents) providing the
resultant income is reinvested back into council homes;
allowing community-led short-life groups to utilise vacant properties
during the decanting which arises from redevelopment projects; and
promoting more actively the use of grants to tackle social housing fraud.
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4.

Conclusions
With an expanding population London desperately needs more homes, but
also needs a wide range of homes to support the diverse population on
which London thrives. London’s boroughs stand ready to step in, if only
they are allowed to leverage their assets through prudential borrowing and
supported to make more efficient use of existing land and stock. Lifting the
HRA borrowing caps to give local authorities the opportunity now to invest
their own borrowed money in the new council homes their communities
need could be a significant step towards giving the nascent economic
recovery the support it needs to become sustainable. This would enable
London’s boroughs to build new homes as well as to maintain and replenish
their stock where this represents sound asset management strategy. Even
with a new-build programme, the boroughs do not have the resources to
house London’s lower-income families alone, but, given the right tools, they
could make a substantial contribution to increasing affordable housing
supply in London.
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Appendix 1 Methodology
The Committee issued a call for responses in February 2013 and received
written evidence from 27 organisations, including 16 boroughs and five
tenants’ associations. It also commissioned a piece of primary research
undertaken during April 2013 looking at methods adopted and funding
resources deployed by the boroughs to build new council homes. This
research is published separately at www.london.gov.uk/right-to-build
These two sources of information supplemented and fed into two committee
meetings held during March and April 2013 during which the Committee
took evidence from nine expert guests.
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